The set of efficient portfohos m an asset liabihty model is discussed m detml The occurence of liabdmes leads to a parallel shift of the efficient set. Under an appropriate assumption, the shift vector can be decomposed m different components For the specml case, where the investor is a pensmn fund, ~t Js shown how shortfall constraints can be reconcded with efficxency. Finally, opt~mahty condmons for the market portfoho are derived.
INTRODUCTION
Modern Portfoho Theory started with MARKOW1TZ' (1952) famous amcle. The Markow~tz approach leads to a set of efficient portfohos which can be represented as combinations of two reference portfohos ("two fund separation") Due to this property SHARPE (1964) and LINTNER (1965) derived their Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) Recently, with growing importance of pension finance more and more attention is prod to portfoho models taking into account habdmes (see e g SHARPE/ TINT (1990) , ELTON/GRUBER (1992) , JAGER/ZIMMERMANN (1992) , LEiBOWITZ/KOGEL-MAN/BADER (1992)). WILKm (1985) and WiSE (1984a WiSE ( ,b, 1987a WiSE ( ,b, 1989 analyse portfohos in a more general context. Their eff~clency criterion Js formulated with respect to the cost of funding and the first two moments of final surplus. The literature on continuous ume finance allows for state dependent preferences and investment opportumties (see e.g. MERTON (1992) , Chapter 15). As a special case this very general model covers habdmes and one can apply the mutual fund theorems derived by MERTON (1973) .
In our arucle we use the model proposed by SHARPE./ TINT (1990) which puts the asset habd~ty problem m a very close relationship to tradmonal mean variance portfoho theory. According to SHARPF.JTINT Inost practitioners still favour the tradmonal Markowltz approach and are reluctant to take fully into account habxh- ASTIN BULLL"TIN. VOL 25 No I 1995 ties Therefore, a model with a strong link to standard theory is useful for the analys~s of hablhtles. As a main result we show that efficient portfolios can be decomposed Into a minimum risk component, liability components and a return generatmg component In contrast to continuous time models (see e. g ADLER]DUMAS (1983)) the liability components do not depend on the preferences of the Investor.
Our article is structured as follows' The standard optimization problem for an investor with habllltles is formulated and discussed in section 2. The model deals with the investment problem of a penslon fund, but can be easily applied in a much broader context In section 3 results on the set of efficient portfolios are derived It ~s shown that liabilities lead to a parallel shift of the efficient set. The additional assumption that the growth rate of the liability depends linearly on several factors (e.g. bond return, inflation rate, rate of economic growth, etc.) allows for a further decomposition of the liability component. Section 4 deals with shortfall constraints for pension funds. In this case the pension fund will also choose a portfolio belonging to the efficient set provided the shortfall constraint ~s properly formulated Finally, in section 5 the optimality conditions for the market portfolio in the asset liability framework are discussed
PORTFOLIO CHOICE IN THE CASE OF LIABILITIES
In the case of a pension fund, liabilities are not readily marketable and therefore do not have a market value. The work of WILKIE (1985) and WISE (1984a WISE ( ,b, 1987a WISE ( ,b, 1989 ~s directed partly towards finding a suitable present value. Here, we assume that some specific accounting rules are used to calculate an initial value L 0 of the future net obligations. If the same method is applied one period later, a value L I results. Hence, from todays point of view, the growth rate of the liablhties is a random variable, which is given by /-o On the other hand, we assume that assets are valued according to market prices and we denote the initial value of assets by A 0 There are n risky investment opportUmtles t ~ 1={ 1, ,n}, with rate of return R The investment strategy of the pen- Definition." a) A portfolio x ° is called efficient if it solves the optimality problem of (0) for some r s.
b)
The set E of all efficient portfohos is called efficient set.
The properties of the efflc,ent set will be analysed xn secuon 3 Now, we shall shortly discuss general apphcat,ons of the asset hablhty model As ,t is pointed out by SHARPE/TINT (1990) the asset liability model is appropriate not only for very different types of habllit,es (foreign currency obhgatlons, debt structure, obhgatlons of an insurance company, etc ) but also in the case where investors own luted assets (human capital, ownership of a house, etc ). Moreover, for an investor interested m real rather than in nominal returns the asset llabdlty model can be used. The growth rate of the liability/~t, has to be set equal to the inflation rate (SoLNIK (1978) ). Of course, the original Markowltz model is a special case of the asset hablhty model 6.
THE EFFICIENT SET AND ITS PROPERTIES

Characterization of Efficient Portfolios
In this section the structure of the efficient set E is analysed and it is discussed how this set depends on the growth rate of the liabflity/~ L We restrict our analysts to the case where all assets i ~E / are risky 7. The existence of a riskless asset would lead to the same quahtatlve properties of the efficient set without giving additmnal insight.
The rate of return of a portfoho x is given by hA (x) .= Z-", R, tel and, provided that the first and second moments of/~ L and R,,t E 1 extst, the opnmlzatlon problem (0) 
pt=E(R~) ,tel
For the analysis of (0. I ) we assume:
A.I. 1) The covanance matrix V = (V.j) ,,J stto be regular
2) There exist t,j E I such that E (R) ~ E (~)
7 A model without a rlskless asset ts useful for strategm a~,set allocation Due to changes m interest rates even money markets are risky for this purpose 8 In a ~hghtly dlflerent contest SOLNIK (1978) analysed the same optmuzauon problem Beyond the dllferent interpretation our dlscu,.:,lon of the efficmnt set will also be '-,omcwhat different
Under assumption (A. 1 ) a unique solution x* of (0 I ) always exists. 
Notation:
e' x" = 1,
e' = (1,1,. ,1) e R".
Mimmum Variance Portfolio
The minimum variance portfolio x Mm is obtained by omitting constraint (A) m (0.1) This leads to X = 0 and from equation (3) and (5) e'V-e J
The first term in (7) (8) Geometrically, the occurence of the hablhttes leads to a parallel shift of the efficient set by z Mm. Figure I illustrates thts fact for the special case of n = 3. The results developed m this section crucmlly depend on the fact that no addmonal constra!nts are ~mposed on the portfoho weights x,t E 1. For a discussion of this topic m the absence of habilmes we refer to MARKOWlTZ (1987) .
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Efficient Portfolios under an Additional Assumption on Liabilities
In sectmn 3. l formula (9) In other words, each factor RL h, h= 1,2..,k leads to a correction z t' and the total correction is a linear combination of zl,. ,z ~ Hence, under (A 2) efficient portfolios are of the form (15) X*=jfMIN +--7-2. ChZ +~* ~_>0
Jo h=l
The case 17=3, k=2, fo=l zs dlustl'atcd by figure 2.
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As a practical consequence of formula (15), all factors /~/h, with I z h ] suff, clently small can be neglected for an asset liability analysis
3,3 Efficient Frontier
In this section we analyse the efficient frontier. First, one obtains (16) This result follows immediately from (7) and the formula
E 7o] "'~M'~-'-c'' coy ka(Z'),~(x~'~)-kL --z So
From (16) and (11) 
Prob{Z(x) <_ f}_< g
Under the assumption
The probab~hty distribution of (R L, Rp the shortfall constraint (19) becomes (20) , R,, ) is multivariate normal
,/2,r d~ Therefore, under (A.I), (A 3) aud f = 1 the shortfall constraint (19) has the properties'
1. In the hnear.
space the shortfall constraint is 2 Assume that some portfoho x satisfies the shortfall constraint. Then, the set E s of all efficient portfohos satlsfymg the shortfall constraint is nonempty. 
According to these propertms shortfall constraints can be reconciled with efficiency by fixing f = I and choosing an appropriate value for ~5.
OPTIMALITY CONDITIONS AND THE EFFICIENCY OF THE MARKET PORTFOLIO
In this section we first derive a relattonshJp between asset returns and the return on efficmnt portfolios. Thereafter, ~t ~s argued that for an approprmtely defined representative investor the market portfoho ~s efftcmnt and market eqmhbrmm condmons are obtained. 
Optimality Result for Efficient Portfolios n
From (3)- (5 ) e'x* = l ,
The definmon of x ° and (23) leads to
Now, (3), (22) and (24) imply (25) (26)
Finally, &vldmg (25) by (26) 
In this sense the standard versions of the CAPM (SHARPE (1964) , LINTNER (1965) , BLACK (1972) ) are extended (see also MAYERS (1972) ). In particular, the equlhbrlum conditions (21 '), (28') shed some light on the risk premm for assets whose return is strongly correlated with RL M. This may be typically the case for bonds
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the efficient set for the asset liability model was discussed in detail Solnlk's approach for portfoho choice under inflation was refined and applied to the habihty problem Llablhties lead to a parallel shift of the efficient set. The shift vector depends hnearly on an investor's sensitivity to different factors (e.g. inflation, economic growth, etc.)
A main application of the asset liability model is the portfolio problem of institutional investors. In this context It was shown, how shortfall constraints for a penslon fund can be reconciled with efficiency Throughout the paper, it was pointed out, that the asset hablhty model has a wide range of application beyond pension fund economics Consequently, in the last section a market equilibrium version for this model was derived For our analysis, the funding ratm was assumed to be fixed The determmatmn of an optltnal funding ratio is a problem for further research Combining WmKIE'S and WISE'S efficiency concept with our results could shed some light on this issue.
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